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March 13.2017
The Hon. Paul D. Ryan
Speaker
U.S. House of Representatives
H-232, The Capitol
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Mr. Speaker:

At a time inlour history when so many Americans have a diminisherj trust in
the institutions of
our government, it is critical lhat Republicans and Democrats
work together to preserve the faith we
have traditionally shared in the nonpartisan work of the Congressional
Budget Office (CBO).
Two years algo, commenting on the appointment of Keith Hall as CIIO
Director, the Washington
Post editorial board wrote: "[It] is a welcome indication that
Republican lea.ders understand the value of
intellectual honesty at the CBo. ...It remains to be seen how the CBo
will function under Mr. Hall,
given the GOP's determination to cut taxes and abolish
Obamacare - and thLe party,s undoubted wish for
numbers to agree with its policies' We hope and expect the new
director will stand up to partisan
pressure." How prescient those words were, Mr. Speaker.
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that not every Mernber from your party shares your assessment, a development
I find deeply distressing
and with dangerods repercussions for the future of the CBo and its
crucial role serving the Congress.

Without a recognized referee on the field, Members will be free to conjure
a dangerous scenaiio that cannot coexist with the normal, responsible
functioning

their own set of facts,
of a democratic
legislature' The CBo must remain an acknowledged arbiter of *hut policies
will cost and what their
tmpact will be, for the pu{pose of informed decision-making by legisiators
on both sides of the aisle.
Disputes ought to be over whether to bear certain costs, noiwhether
we believe in the accuracy of their
calculation.
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both parties, to the Congress, and to the country.
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